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ON THE STRUCTURAL STABILITY OF PLANAR
QUASI-HOMOGENEOUS POLYNOMIAL VECTOR FIELDS

REGILENE D. S. OLIVEIRA AND YULIN ZHAO

ABSTRACT. Let Hpgm be the space of planar (p, q)- quasi-homogeneous poly-
nomial vector fields of weight degree m endowed with the coefficient topology.
In this paper we characterize the set (2,4, of the vector fields of Hq,that are
structurally stable with respect to perturbations in H,,,, and determine the
exact number of the topological equivalence classes in {1,q,,. We apply it to
give an extension of Hartman-Grobmann Theorem for a kind of planar vector
fields.

1. INTRODUCTION AND THE MAIN RESULTS

A function F(z,y) is called a (p,q)- quasi-homogeneous function of weight
degree m if F(NPzx, Ny) = A" F(z,y) for all A € R. If P(z,y) and Q(z,y) are
(p, 9)- quasi-homogeneous polynomials of weight degrees p—1+m and ¢—1+m,
respectively, we say X = (P,Q) a planar (p, q)-quasi-homogeneous polynomial
vector field of weight degree m. The system of differential equations associated to
X is

dx cody wr
(1) —=Pay= > aay, Z=Q@y)= 3 by.

pi+qj=p—1+m pi+qj=q—1+m

In this paper we always suppose that p, gq, m are positive integers and that
P(z,y) and Q(z, y) are coprimein the ring R[z, y], denoted by (P(z,y), Q(z,y)) =
1 for short.

In order to study the behavior of the trajectories of a planar differential system
near infinity we use the Poincaré-Lyapunov compactification, see for instance [4].
In the Poincaré-Lyapunov compactification we prefer to work on a hemisphere,
calling it as Poincaré-Lyapunov disk. The singular points at infinity are spread
out along the equator of the sphere.

The extended vector field on Poincaré-Lyapunov sphere is called the Poincaré-
Lyapunov compactification of the vector field X, denoted by E(X).

Two vector field X,Y € Hp, are said topologically equivalent if there exists a
homeomorphism h such that the orbits of the flow induced by E(X) are carried
onto orbits of the flow induced by E(Y'), preserving sense but not necessarily
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parametrization and as usual regarding X is structurally stable with respect to
perturbations in H,,, if it is topologically equivalent to every nearby vector field.

Note that a (1, 1)-quasi-homogeneous polynomial system of weight degree m
is a homogeneous polynomial differential systems. Llibre, Perez, and Rodriguez
[11] studied the structurally stability of planar homogeneous polynomial vector
field in [10]. Some results on planar homogeneous polynomial vector fields can be
found in [2, 3] and reference therein. Structurally stability for some vector fields
has been investigated by Andronov and Pontrjagin[1], Peixoto[12], Kotus et al.
[6], Jarque and Libre [7], Llibre, Perez, and Rodriguez [11], et al.

Let H,,n» be the set of (p, g)-quasi-homogeneous polynomial vector fields of
weight degree m. Denote by a and b the number of the non-negative integer
solutions of the equations pi+qj = p—1+m and pi+qj = ¢— 1 +m respectively.
For given p, q, and m, every X € H,,,is specified in some unique way by the a+b
coefficients of P(z,y) and Q(z,y), and hence it may be identified with a unique
point in R***. Similarly as in the paper [10], we take in H,,, the topology induced
by the Euclidean norm of R**. Then we say that X € Hy,is structurally stable
with respect to perturbations in Hg, if there exists a neighborhood U of X
in H,qm such that for all Y € U the vector fields X and Y are topologically
equivalent.

Denoted by 2, the set the vector fields in H,,, which are structurally stable
with respect to perturbations in Hp. In this paper we characterize the vector
fields in €2,,4,,, and and determine the exact number of the topological equivalence
classes in 2p4,. By using this characterization we give an extension of Hartman-
Grobman Theorem for a kind of planar vector fields.

To simplify the proof of this paper, firstly we give the following lemma before
stating the main results.

Lemma 1. Suppose (p,q) = k > 2 in (1), then there exists p’, ¢ and m’ such
that system (1) is a (p', ¢')—quasi-homogeneous vector field of weight degree m/,
provided that p' and q' are coprime.

We shall prove Lemma 1 in Section 2. Let
(2) n(z,y) = prQ(z,y) — qyP(z,y).

It is proved in Lemma 9 (see Section 2 below) that, if n(x, y) = 0, then (P,Q) =
(px, qy). This degenerate case will not be considered in the present paper. We
give the following conventions.

Convention 2. For proof’s convenience, throughout this paper suppose that
(a) p is odd and (p,q) = 1 unless the opposite is claimed, and
(b) n(z,y) #0.

In Section 2 we shall study the phase portrait of the vector fields in H,,, and
give the following result.

Theorem 3. Let X € Hyp. If n(1,y) has no zero, n(0,1) # 0, then n(z,y) #0
for (z,y) # (0,0), and the origin of system (1) is
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(a) a global center if and only if Ix = 0, where

©) n=[oe
(b) a global stable (respectively, unstable) focus if and only if Ix < 0 (respec-

tively, Ix > 0).

In the paper [9], the authors gave the formula of Ix by the integral of (p, q)-
trigonometric functions. Here we give the expression Ix by the integral of the
rational function P(z,y)/n(z,y).

We will show in Section 2 that if either 7(1, y) = 0 has a real zero, or (0,1) = 0,
then system (1) has an invariant curve. Therefore, Theorem 3 implies that the
origin is a center if and only if n(z,y) # 0, Ix = 0, if and only if n(1,y) #
0, (0,1) £0, Ix =0.

The structurally stable set (2,4, is characterized by the following theorem, which
will be proved in Section 3.

Theorem 4. Denoted by Qpqm the set the vector fields in Hyg which are struc-
turally stable with respect to perturbations in Hp. The vector field X € Qpgm if
and only if one of the following conditions holds:

(a) If n(1,y) has no zero and n(0,1) # 0 then Ix #0;
(b) If the condition in (a) does not hold, then all the zeros of n(1,y) are simple

if there exist, and dn(0,1)/0x # 0 if n(0,1) = 0 .

To compute the number of topological equivalence classes in 2, first of all
we give the normal form of the structural stable vector field X = (P,Q) by the
following proposition.

Proposition 5. Let X € Qpgp,. Suppose that (x,y) is defined in (2), then n(z,y)
is a (p,q)- quasi-homogeneous polynomial of weight degree p + q +m — 1 having
the form

(4) n(z,y) = > TT
pi+qj=p+q+m—1

Moreover, there exist an integer r such that
(a) if n(0,1) #0, n(1,0) #0 thenp+qg+m —1= (r+ 1)pq with r > 0 and

zy) = Zicg eer-np(e?) (P)+,
(5) P(z, y) = Yio ug (r41-1)p—12 Ty" FI=0P=1

Q(x, Y) = i=0 birs1-1)g—1,1pT "HII" 1ylP,

with ao,(r+1)p—1 #0, b(r+1)g—1,0 #0, Co,(r+1)p #0, C(r+1)q,0 #0,
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(b) 4 n(0,1) #0, n(1,0) = 0, then p+m — 1 = rpg with r > 0 and

(zy) = (Simo clar-op (#9) (67) ™) v,

(6) Pz,y) = Xioo tug r-p(?)(*)
Qz,y) = Xiobr—ne-1pra V0 Tyr,

with agp # 0, brg—11 #0, Coppt1 #0, Crg1 #0;
(c) ifn(0,1) =0, n(1,0) #0, then g +m — 1 = rpg with r > 0 and

(ey) = o(Thocirae—p(@) @)1),
Plz,y) = = (Zs 011g (r—typ-1217yT IP) ;

Qz,y) = Eizo br—-neip(@?) (4),
with aypp—1 #0, brgo #0, Crp #0, Ciyrgo #0;

(d) ifn(0,1) =0, n(1,0) =0, then m — 1 = (r — 1)pq with r > 1 and

(7)

n(z,y) = zy (=i Cri (r—1-tp (27) (uP)71)
(8) P(z,y) = z (iss @ ig r-1-yp (ET) (92)1) 5

Qlz,y) = y (Zim br—1-1g, 1119 (27)(7)
with a1,G_1)p # 0, br-1)g1 # 0 ci,r—1)p #0, C14(r—1)g1 7 0.

Proposition 5 shows that, if X € $2, then there exists a non-negative integer
r such that one of the following equation holds:

(9) p+qg+m—1=(r+1pg p+m—1=rpq,
q+m—1=rpq, m—1=(r—1)pgq.

Denoted by &;, i = 1,2, 3,4, the i-th equation of (9). Let

(10) ©; = {(p, ¢, m)|there exist r, such that & holds}.

We classified (p,q, m) by ©;, i =1,2,3,4.
Here we give some remarks about ©;. Let r; be solution of &. By simple

calculation one gets that, if (p,q,m) € ©, N©;, i # j, then 7; = r; and p,q, m
have some restrictions. It is easy to prove that, if (p, ¢, m) satisfies three equations
of (9), then p = ¢ = 1, which means that system (1) is a homogeneous polynomial
vector fields. Since ©; NO; C ©;, we only need to consider ©; when compute the
number of topological equivalence classes in pg.

Let Cpgm be the number of topological equivalence classes in €2,4,. The value
Cpgm is given by the following theorem.

Theorem 6. Let r be an integer, defined in Proposition 5.
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(a) Suppose that both p and q is odd. If r is odd, then

1 T=> /2 Dont Pon + Ir), if (p, q, m) € ©1\(0; U Os ) O4),
Chom =

=lef =si& 2nfi(Pan + Ion), if (p, q, m) & Oo U Os U Oy;

If r is even, then

17/2
Cpgm = —1+ 523 > (Pon + Inn),

213 nj
where

1
Pop = — [or - > ».) , Ion = 2m — > I,Te ln,l#n lin,l#n

if 7 is odd, and

1
(11) Pon = — (=- 3 7) Jay, = RIAL — > I,nt linden Un dn

if ris even, respectively.
(b) Suppose that p is odd and q is even.

(i) If (p, q, m) e 01\(0 uU Os U Ou), then
1 r ung
5 (r +3+ »,rif Lonll Pan) , if ris odd,

Crem = 1 . oe(r +14 a 2nj2i+1 Pan) , if r is even;
( 2

if (p,q, Mm) € Os, then
1 . Co5 (r-—-1+ real nt Pan) , if ris odd,

Cpgm = 1

3 (r + 1+ Foi1

8

Fores Pan) , if r is even;\

where Pa, is defined as in (11).
(ii) If (p,q, m) € onU Oy, then

+3 (Tir Si Pan) if 7 is odd,
Cram =

1 2

L (r= EBT Pan), if ris even,

where

(27+ — Lj lsn IPy) , En#k,
Pon =

1

n
L (2 = Lljndsn IPa) , ifn=k,n

with k # 0.

5
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We say that two analytic vector fields X and Y are locally topologically equiv-
alent at origin (resp. infinity) if there exists two neighborhoods U and V of the
origin (resp. the infinity) and a homeomorphism h : U — V that carries orbits
of the flow induced by X onto orbits of the flow induced by Y, preserving sense
but not necessarily parametrization (see for instance [10]).

Let X = 3,5, Xi, where X;, i =m,m+1,---, is an (p, ¢)-quasi-homogeneous
polynomial vector field of weighted degree i. The next theorem shows that X
and X,, are locally topologically equivalent at the origin, provided X,, € Qugm.
This is an extension of Hartman Grobman Theorem.

Theorem 7. Let 2pm be the vector fields in Hyg that are structurally stable with
respect to perturbations in Hpem and Xp, = (Pp(z,y), Qm(z,Y)) € Quen. Then
Xin and X = (ism Pi(2,Y), Zism Qi(2,y)) are locally topologically equivalent at
the origin, where Pi(z,y) and Q(x,y) are (p, q)-quasi-homogeneous polynomials
of weight degree p — 1 +1 and q — 1 + 1, respectively.

Now we can get the analogous of Theorem 7 at infinity.

Theorem 8. If X,, = (Pn(z,v), Q@m(z,Y)) € Quem, then the phase portraits of
Xp and X = (XPiz, y), Sm Qi(2,y)) are locally topologically equivalent at
infinity, where Pi(z,y) and Q;(z,y) are are (p, q)-quasi-homogeneous polynomials
of weight degree p — 1 +1 and q — 1 + i, respectively.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we study the
phase portraits of (p, ¢)-quasi-homogeneous polynomials of degree m on Poincaré-
Lyapunov disk. In Section 3 we prove Theorem 4 that characterizes the vector
fields X € Q,,. In Section 4 we compute the number Cl, of topological equiv-
alence classes of the structurally stable vector fields in Hg, with respect to
perturbation in H,,. Finally we prove Theorem 7 and Theorem 8 in Section 5.

2. PHASE PORTRAITS OF QUASI-HOMOGENEOUS VECTOR FIELDS

In this section we shall study the phase portraits of quasi-homogeneous vector
fields. Firstly we prove some preliminary results.

Proof of Lemma 1. Let

Plz; Y) — > ai; Ty’, Q(z, Y) — > bir’yy
pi+qj=p—1+m pi'+qj'=q—1+m

in (1) and p = kp1, ¢ = kg; with (p1,¢1) = 1. It follows from P(\Pz, Aly) =
AtmP(g y) and Q(NPz, My) = A7~14™Q(x,y) that kp; — 1 +m = kpyi + kgJ
and kg; — 1 +m = kp?’ + kqij’, which gives m — 1 = k(p;(i — 1) + q1j) =
k(prt' + i(j' = 1)). Let my =p1(i — 1) + qj +1 =p1¢’ + q1(5' — 1) + 1. Then
P(z,y) and Q(z,y) are also (p1,¢1)-quasi-homogeneous polynomials of weight
degree py — 14+ my and ¢; — 1 + my respectively. The assertion follows. 0
Lemma 9. Suppose that n(z,y) is defined as (2).
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(a) n(z,y) is a (p, q)-quasi-homogeneous polynomial of weight degree p + q +
m — 1.

(b) If n(z,y) = 0, then (P,Q) = (pz, gy).

Proof. 1t is easy to verify that n(z,y) is a (p, ¢)-quasi-homogeneous polynomial
of weight degree p+¢+m — 1. If n(z,y) = 0, then pzQ(z,y) = qyP(xz,y). Since
P(z,y) and Q(z,y) are coprime, one gets P(x,y)|z, Q(x,y)|ly. This finishes
proof.

OJ

Proposition 10. Let X € Hp.
(a) Ifn(0,1) = 0, then x = 0 is invariant under the flow induced by E(X);
(b) If n(1,A) = 0, A € R, then y?» — Ax? = 0 is invariant under the flow

induced by E(X);
(c) E(X) has no periodic orbit if one of the conditions in (a) and (b) holds.

Proof. If (0,1) = 0, then P(0,1) = 0, which implies y?~*™P(0,1) = P(0,y?) =
0. Hence = 0 is an invariant line of system (1). This proves (a)

If A\ = 0, then 7(1,0) = 0 implies @Q(1,0) = 0. Since z971*™Q(1,0) =
Q(z?,0) = 0, y = 0 is an invariant line of system (1).

Suppose A # 0. Recall that we always assume that p is odd. If z # 0, then it
follows from Lemma 9(a) that

_ 1/p\p+q—1+m yy(12) n(e,) = @ rpm (1,0),
where 29/7 := (z'/?)9. Let V(z,y) = y? — \P29. Then

v . pNP Lg 1P=D/PQ(g) Az9/P) — g\P297 1 P(x, Az9/P)
y=Az/P

= NPP (pQ(1, A) — gAP(L, ))
NPL (gl/pypatm=1p (1 A) = {],

which proves (b).
The paper [9] has proved that system (1) has a unique singular point (0,0).

If there exists an invariant curve passing through the unique singular point of
system (1), then no limit cycle can surround the origin. The assertion (c) is
proved. 4

To study the singular point (0,0) of system (1), we introduce the (p, q)-tri-
gonometric functions z(¢) = Cs¢ and w(p) = Sng [8, 9] as the solution of the
following initial problem

f= wl © =2%"1 20) =p, w(0)=0.
It is know that Cs¢ and Sng are 7-periodic functions with

1yp(L
T= optmp)(2g)

Tis +53)
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and satisfies

PCs+ gn= 1,8 — _gnmm1g, B10
de dep

For (p,q) = (1,1), we have that Cs¢ = cos¢, Sng = sing, i.e. the (1,1)-
trigonometric functions are the classical ones.

In the (p, q)-polar coordinates (r, ¢)

(13) z=1"Cs¢, y=rSng,
the planar (p, ¢)-quasi-homogeneous system (1) of weight degree m becomes [9]

i =1"F(¢), é=r""1G(9),

= Cs*7 1g.

where
F(¢) = £(Cs¢, Sng). G(¢) =n (Cse, Sng),

with
(14) £(z,y) = 2™ 7Pz, y) + v7 ' Q(x, y).

Taking the changes

ds ..,,27(15) dt =r )
0 — T )

the above system goes over to
(16) r'=rf(0), ¢ =g(0)
where prime denotes derivative with respect to s,

760 767) so -r(2). a0-Zo (2).
It is easy to check that f(6) and g(f) areI functions.

Proof of Theorem 3. Firstly we are going to prove n(x, y) # 0, which implies that
9(6) #0.

Recall that we always suppose that p is odd. It follows from (12) that n(x,y) #
0 for z # 0. Suppose that there exists y* # 0 such that 0 = 7(0,y*) =
—qy*P(0,y*), then

0=P(0,y") = (ly"[/9)»~*™P(0,sgn(y")).
Hence P(0,sgn(y*)) = 0. If y* > 0, then P(0,1) =0. If y* <0 and y < 0, then

P(0,y) = (lyr *™P(0,~1) = 0.

Since P(0,y) is polynomial of y, P(0,y) is also identically equals to zero for
y > 0, which also gives P(0,1) = 0. We note that n(0,1) = ¢P(0,1) = 0. This
contradicts the assumption. Therefore, 7(0,y) # 0 for y # 0. Summing the above
discussion one gets n(z,y) # 0 for (z,y) # (0,0).

Secondly we prove the assertions (a) and (b). If n(z,y) # 0, then g(0) # 0 (see
(17)). It follows from (16) that

dr _ rf))

dg (6)
FaNemal;

Ne EN
0¢c

1D) mrs
Q

©
©
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which implies that the return map is given by

r(0)e!x, iff(6) #0
r(0), if f(0) =

ler) =

where
,

=| a
and (7(0), 0) is the point of the positive z-axis. Hence we deduce from the return
map that, if [x = 0, then the origin is a center, and if Ix < 0 (resp.Ix > 0) ,

then it is a stable (resp, unstable) focus.
To end the proof we must show that the sign of Ix is equal to the sign I.
Let x = Cs¢, y = Sng. Then we have

fe=28 [DhgyOr £1) —X=Th eo” T ely = = (I —X T Jo G(¢) T Jpwrapqyrr=1 £207 1(2, y)
Y 7 (1+ 1s

where

dy.
r=x4==4p~1/(20) (1—qy2r)1/(2q)L=VE E(z,y)

m/e T(z, )
If p is odd and z # 0, then

(18) Ea) = @ryriime (1,2),a/p

where £(z,y) is defined in (14). It follows from (12) and (18) that
q~1/(2p) (1, i=)+= —q—1/(2p) x/Pn(1, y/za/P) T=T4

Let © = z+ and u = y/xz¥P. Then u® = y* /2%, whichgives y? = u®/(p+ qu).
Hence

= © £(1,u 1d u?PI = |SE- 2py2r—1
(5

& — du

_ I~ pé(1,u)
(p+ qu)n(1, u)

If p is odd, then (12) and (18) also hold for z = z_. Using the same arguments
as above, we get I_ = —I if p is odd, and hence [yx = of.

Since

Idu PLY gu = [~=,—oo (p+ qu®P)n(1, u) oo 1(1,u) —co P+ quP
one obtains the assertions (a) and (b), provided p is odd. The proofis finished. [J

By (p, q)-polar coordinates changes one gets the vector field (16) which is de-
fined on S' x R. The origin of system (1) is blown up to to a circle of system (16).
Although the cylinder S' x R is good surface for getting the phase portrait near
the origin, it is often less appropriate for making calculations, since we have to
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deal with expressions of (p, ¢)-trigonometric functions. Hence we prefer to make
the calculations in different charts.

We are going to use the method of quasi-homogeneous blow-up to study the
singular point (0, 0) of system (1). We first blow up the vector field in the positive
z-direction by

zm=1¢
g=%", y=7%, dr = ,

® > 0,
p

yielding

(19) F=2P(L7), §=n(L3)
The points (0, A) satisfying 7(1, A) = 0 are the isolated singular points of (19) on
the line {Z = 0}. The singular point has a linear part

(75 win)
If P(1,A) = 0, then 7(1,A) = pQ(1,A) = 0, which implies that P(x, \z?/P) =
Q(z, \z¥?) = 0 for z > 0. Hence the algebraic curves P(z, y) = 0 and Q(z, y) = 0
have infinite intersection points. Since P(z,y) and Q(z, y) are coprime polynomi-
als, it follows from Bézout theorem [5] that P(z,y) = 0 and Q(x, y) = 0 havefinite
intersection points on R?, which yields contradictions. Therefore, P(1,)) # 0 if
n(1,A) = 0, n(1, A) # 0. Hence all singular points are elementary.

We will come back to discuss the singular points of system (19) in this section
when we study the singular points at infinity.

Next we blow up the vector field in the negative z-direction by

Frill
p

z =I, y=a%, dr = , &>0,
which gives

(20) z=—-zP(-1,7), y= =H =; J).
The points (0, A) which satisfy n(—1,\) = 0 are the singular points of system
(20). By the same arguments as in system (19), we know that all singular points
of system (20) are elementary.

Finally we have to blow up the positive and negative y-direction by
gmtdt=a, y==7, dr=L—= 550,

q

which gives

(21) Xi: z=7FnE, £1), §j=+7Q(z, +1).
We only need to determine whether the origin is a singular point of the vector
fields Xi. Since n(0,1) = 0 implies that = 0 is an invariant line of E(X)
(see Proposition 10), one gets P(0,y) = 0, which gives P(0,—1) = 0, and hence
n(0,—1) = 0. It can also be proved that 7(0,—1) = 0 implies 7(0, 1). This yields
that the originis a singular point of system X_ if and only if it is a singular point
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of system X_. We also have Q(0,%1) # 0 if (0, +1) = 0, and hence (0,0) is
elementary singular point of system X. if 7(0, 41) = 0.

We have blown up the origin to the elementary singular points, which implies
that the singular point (0,0) of (1) has been desingularized. After blowing down
we get the phase portrait of system (1) near the origin.

To study the singularities at infinity, we use Poincaré-Lyapunov Compactifica-
tion, see for instance [4]. First we transfer system (1) in the positive z-direction
using the transformation

1-m

gmp= dreZ GE mi2P 21 p
This yields the vector field

dz du
22 — =—zP(1 — =n(1,u).( )

dr z (
’ u), dr n( J u)

The singular points (0, A) that satisfy (1, A) = 0 are the infinity singularity of
system (1). Each one of them has, as a linear part

_P(1,A) 0
(23)

0 out 31 J
Since we have proved that P(1,\) # 0, all singular points of system (22) are
elementary.

Second we transfer system (1) in the negative z-direction using the transfor-
mation

1 1-m 4fm mi Jf oe fff = , &20,zP 21 p
one gets

dz du
2 — =2z2P(-1,u), — =—-n(—-1,u).(24) = 2P(-Lw), — =-n(-1u)

The points (0, A) which satisfy n(—1,\) = 0 are the singular points of system
(24). Each one of them has, as a linear part

P(=1,)) 0
(25) 0 _a(_1, ).
These points are studied in the same way as the ones of system (22).

Finally we consider the two transformations
1-m

em oe gmre 2 di rszP 24 q
which yields two vector fields of the forms

= dz dv
(26) XT = F2Q(v, £1), = Fal, £1).
For those two vector fields we only have to determine whether the point (0,0) is
a singular point. The origin is a singular point of X3° (resp. X*°) if and only if
n(0,1) = 0 (resp. n(0,—1) = 0). By the same wayas in the study of system X.,
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the origin is a singular point of system X$° if and onlyif it is a singular point of
system X°.

Lemma 11. Suppose that p is odd.

(a) (0,2) is a singular points of system (22) if and only if (0,(=1)9\) is also
a singular point of system (24). Suppose that \ is a zero of n(1,\) with
multiplicity k, then

(i) If k is even, then (0,2) and (0,(—1)7)\) are saddle-node of system
(22) and (24) respectively;

(ii) if k is odd and P(1,A)(9%n/0uF)(1,\) > 0, then (0, )\) and (0, (—1)9))
are saddles of system (22) and (24) respectively;

(iil) if k is odd and P(1,\)(8%n/0uk)(1,\) <0, P(1,)) > 0 (resp. P(1,)\) <
0), then (0, A) is a stable (resp. unstable) node of (22), and (0, (—1)7)\)
is a unstable (resp. stable) node if m is even, a stable (resp. unstable)
node of system (24) if m is odd.

(b) System X° has a singular point at (0,0), if and only if system X*° has
also a singular point at the origin, if and only if n(0,1) = 0. Moreover,
suppose 1(0,1) = 0, then there exists positive integers k, | such that m =
(k—Dp+(I—-1qg+1, and
(i) if k is even, then system X° (resp. X*°) has a saddle-node at the

origin.
(ii) if k is odd and Q(0,1)(0%n/dx*)(0,1) < 0, then system X° (resp.

X*) has a saddle at the origin.
(iil) if k is odd and Q(0,1)(8*n/02*)(0,1) > 0, Q(0,1) > 0 (resp. Q(0,1)

0), then system X$° has a stable (resp. unstable) node at the origin,
and X> has a stable (resp. unstable) node at origin if | is odd, a
unstable (resp. stable) node at origin if | is even, respectively.

A

Proof. (a) Since p is odd, it follows from (12) that

(27) n(=1, (=1)13) = (=1)F+e"*+mp(1, 3),

which implies that 7(1, A) = 0 if and only if n(—1, (=1)?\) = 0, and hence (0, \)
is a singular point of system (22), if and only if (0, (—1)?)\) is a singular point of
system (24). The equality (27) also yields

OF n(=1,(=1)2\) _ (—1)k-Dam
O° 0(L: A)

uk ouk
Since P(—1,(—=1)9\) = (=1)™P(1, A), the assertions (i),(ii) and (iii) with & > 2 in
(a) follow from Theorem 2.19 of [4],(23), (25) and (28). If k = 1,then all singular
points are hyperbolic and the assertion in (a) follows from Theorem 2.15 of the
same book [4].

(b) Using the same arguments as in the case for system X., we get that systemx has a singular point at (0,0), if and only if system X> a singular point at
the origin, if and only if (0,1) = 0.

(28)
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Suppose that 7(z,y) has the form (4). If (0,1) = 0, then there exist k, | such
that pk+ql =p+qg+m—1,cy #0and ¢;; =0 fori < k—1, where k > 1, { > 1.
This gives (0%n/0z"%)(0, 41) = klcy (£1).

If 7(0,1) = 0, then P(0,1) = 0, which implies that P(x,y) has a divisor x.
On the other hand, Q(0,1) = 0 also means that Q(z,y) has a divisor z. Since
P(z,y) and Q(z,y) are coprime, we have that Q(0,1) # 0 if (0,1) = 0. The
other assertions in (b) follows by the same arguments as in the proof of (a). O

To compare the finite singular point (0,0) and the singular points at infinity,
we give the following lemma.

Lemma 12. Suppose that A is a zero of n(1,w) with multiplicity k, k > 1.

(a) If k is even, then system (19) (resp. (22)) has a saddle-node at (0, \)
respectively.

(b) If k is odd and P(1,\)(8*n/0u*)(1,\) <0 (resp. > 0), then (0,1) is a
saddle of system (19) (resp. (22));

(¢) If k is odd and P(1,\)0%n/0u*)(1,\) > 0 (resp.< 0) then (0, )) is node
of system (19) (resp. (22)). Moreover, it is a stable node of system (19)
(resp. (22)) if P(1,\) <0 (resp. > 0) and a unstable node if P(1,\) > 0
(resp. < 0) respectively.

The singular points of system (20) and (24), Xi and X can be studied in the
same way.

Proof. Suppose that A is a simple zero of (1, A), then P(1,\) # 0, dn/0u)(1,\) #
0, which implies the linear part of the system (19) (resp. (22)) at the singular
point (0, A) has two real eigenvalue. This yields the assertion (b) and (c) for
fre 1,

The other assertions of this lemma follows from Theorem 2.19 of [4]. 0
Before the end of this part, we give some comments. If p is odd, then it

follows from (27) that (0,)) is a singular point of system (19) (resp. (22)), if
and only if, (0,(—1)?]) is also a singular point of system (20) (resp. (24)). In
fact, the information found in the positive z-direction (resp. z-direction) also
covers the one in the negative z-direction (resp. z-direction). However, to the
proof’s convenience we study the behavior of both the positive and the negative
x-direction (resp. z-direction) yet.

Proposition 13. (i) All singular points at infinity and those of system (19),
(20) and X4 are elementary and they are nodes, saddles, or saddle-node.

(ii) The singular points at infinity are determined by the equation n(1,\) = 0
and whether n(0,1) = 0 hold.

(iii) Suppose that Ly,, Ly,,, are two consecutive invariant algebraic curve of
system (1), defined in Proposition 10, then they are characteristic orbits
at (0,0) and determine one sector at the origin:
(a) two consecutive parabolic sectors at infinity give a hyperbolic sector

at (0,0),
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(b) two consecutive hyperbolic sectors at infinity give a elliptic sector at
(0,0), and

(c) one parabolic and one hyperbolic sectors at infinity give a parabolic
sector at (0,0).

(iv) Assume that (0,0) is a a-limit set or w-limit set of the orbit ~.
(a) if (p,q) # (1,1), then v contacts either z-axis or y-axis at the origin;
(b) Ifp= q = 1, then y contacts one of the invariant straight line, define

wn Proposition 10, at the origin.

Proof. We have shown that all singular points are elementary in the above dis-
cussions. The other assertions follows from Proposition 10 and Lemma 11 and
Lemma 12. a

We describe the phase portrait of system (1) on Poincaré-Lyapunov disk by
Proposition 10 and Proposition 13. In fact, the phase portrait of system (1) is
determined by the zeros of equations 7(1, \) = 0 and whether 7(0,1) = 0 hold.

3. STRUCTURAL STABILITY

In this section we prove Theorem 4 which characterize the structurally stable
set qm. Recall that we used the Poincaré-Lyapunov compactification to study
the trajectories of system (1) and work on the Poincaré-Lyapunov sphere. The
extended vector field on Poincaré-Lyapunov sphere is denoted by E(X).

Proof of Theorem 4. Assume that X is structurally stable with respect to per-
turbations in Hg. Let us prove that (a) and (b) holds. If n(1,y) has no zero
and 7(0,1) # 0, then it follows from Theorem 3 that the flow of the system (1)
is a global center if Ixy = 0, and a global stable or unstable focus if Ixy # 0,
respectively. When Ixy = 0 there exists a vector field Y in any neighborhood of
X in Hp such that the phase portrait of Y is a global focus. Therefore X is
not a structural stable vector field with respect to perturbations in Hp, and (a)
holds.

Moreover, the origin is the unique singular point of system (1)[9], and the
phase portrait of X is completely determined by the zeros of n(1,y) and (0,1)
(see Proposition 13, Lemma 11 and Lemma 12). If n(1, y) has a zero or n(0,1) = 0,
then it follows from Proposition 10(c) there is no periodic orbits in the set of all
solutions of the system (1).

If n(1,y) has a multiple zero, by Lemma 11 we conclude that there exist vector
field Y in a neighborhood of X in H,,, such that X and Y" have different number
of sectors. So X is not structural stable with respect to Hpg,. If n(0,1) = 0 and
0n(0,1)/0z = 0 by Lemma 11 and 12 we can repeat the same argument, so (b)
holds.

Now, we assume that (a) or (b) holds and we shall prove that X is a struc-
tural stable vector field with respect to perturbations in Hg. First we suppose
that (a) holds. Then there exists a neighborhood V of y and a a neighborhood
W of X in Hpsuch that if yx € V then n(1,y%) # 0 and for all Y € W
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sign(Iyx) = sing(Iy). From Theorem 3 X and Y are topologically equivalent and
X is structural stable with respect to perturbations in Hpgn,.

Now we are assuming that there exists s points (1,y;) such that n(1,7;) = 0

or (0,1) = 0 and that these zeros are simples. It follows from Lemma 11 and
Lemma 12 that there exist a neighborhood U of X in H,,, such that if Y € U then
there exists exactly s points such that (1, \;) = 0 or (0,1) = 0. We can choose
this neighborhood such that sign(Px0nx/0u)(1,)\;) = sign(Pydny/Ou)(1, \;)),
and sign(Qx0nx/0z)(0,1) = sign(Py(1,\)dny/02)(0,1) if n(0,1) = 0. By
Proposition 13 each vector field Y € U has the same local sectors as the vector
field Y. So X is structurally stable with respect to perturbations in Hg. OJ

4. THE NUMBER OF TOPOLOGICAL EQUIVALENCE CLASSES IN (),qn,

In this section we compute the number of topological equivalence classes in 2,4,
whichis the set of all structurally stable vector fields with respect to perturbation
in Hpgm:

Proof of Proposition 5. It is easy to verify that n(z, y) is a (p, ¢)-quasi-homogeneous
polynomial of weight degree p+ g¢ +m — 1 having the form (4). Then (7, j) in (4)
is a solution of the equation
(29) pi+qi=p+qg+m—1.
(i,7) is called a integer (resp. non-negative integer) solution of (29) if ¢ and j are
integers (resp. non-negative integers). If (ig, jo) is a integer solution of (29), then
all the other integer solution are

{(t0 + 1g, jo— 1p): 1 €Z}.
Ifn(0,1) # 0,n(1,0) # 0, then the equation (29) has two integer solutions (0, 5)

and (7,0) satisfying qj’ = p+¢+m—1 and pi’ = p+qg+m — 1 respectively. Since
(p,q) = 1, we have pq|(p+qg+m—1). Hence there exists r such that p+qg+m—1 =
(r+ 1)pg. Let (io, Jo) = (0,5") = (0,(p +g +m —1)/q) = (0, (r + 1)p). Thenall
non-negative integer solution of (29) are {(lg, (r+1—10)p): 1 =0,1,2,--- ,r+1},
which yields n(x, y) has the form, defined in (5). On the other hand, if n(0, 1) # 0,
n(1,0) # 0, then P(0,1) # 0, @Q(1,0) # 0. This gives that ¢|(p + m — 1) and
pl(g+m —1). Noting (p+m—1)/g=(p+qg+m—1)/¢g—1=(r+1)p—1 and
(g+m-1)/p=pP+qg+m—-1)/p—1=(r+1)g— 1, we get that P(z,y) and

Q(z,y) has the form, defined in (5), by the same arguments as above.
Suppose that 7(0,1) # 0, n(1,0) = 0. Since X € Q,qm, it follows from Theorem

4 that y = 0 is a simple zero of n(1,y). By the assumption, the equation (29)
has two integer solutions (0, 5"), (¢',1) respectively and cp; # 0, cy # 0, which
implies that ¢lp+m—1 and plm—1. Let m—1 = k'p. Then p+m—1= (K'+1)p.
Since (p,q) = 1, we have ¢|(k'+1). Hence there exists r such that p+m—1 = rpq.
All non-negative integer solution of (29) are {lg,(r —{)p+1: 1=0,1,2,--- 71},
which yields that n(x, y) has the form as in (6). On the other hand, if (0,1) # 0,
n(1,0) = 0, then P(0,1) # 0, Q(1,0) = 0. We get P(z,y) and Q(z,y), defined
in (6), by the same arguments as above.
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If 7(0,1) = 0 and 7(1,0) # 0, then (29) has two integer solutions (1, 5), (i,0)
and z = 0 is a simple zero of 7(z, 1). Using the same arguments as above, we get
(c).

If n(0,1) = 0 and 7(1,0) = 0, then (29) has two integer solutions (1,5), (i,1)
and z = 0 and y = 0 are simple zeros of n(z, 1) and n(1,y) respectively. Using
the same arguments as above, one gets (d). Od

Proposition 14. Let p, q, m, r be the integers defined in Proposition 5.

(a) Suppose that p and q are odd, then m is odd (resp. even) if and only if r
is odd (resp. even),

(b) Suppose that p is odd and q is even.
(i) If eitherp+q+m—1= (r+ 1)pq or p+m — 1 = rpg, then m is

even,
(ii) if either g+m —1=1rpg or m — 1 = (r — 1)pq, then m is odd.

Proof. Suppose p+ q+m —1= (r+ 1)pg. If p and ¢ are odd, then p+ q — 1 is
odd. Since m = (r+ 1)pg— (p+q —1), we have that m is odd (resp. even) if and
only if r is odd (resp. even). If p is odd and ¢ is even, then p — 1 is even, which
implies that m = (r+ 1)pg —q¢ — (p — 1) is even.

The other assertions can be proved by the same arguments. 0
Proposition 15. If X € QQ, then there exists a number k such that X has
2k singular points at infinity with k <r +1 and k =r +1 (mod 2), where r is
defined in Proposition 5.

Proof. Consider the quasi-homogeneous polynomial n(z,y), defined in Proposi-
tion 5. Since p is odd, 7(1,y) has at most + 1 real zeros if (0,1) # 0 and r
real zeros if (0,1) = 0. On the other hand, z = 0 is a simple zero of n(x, 1) if
n(0,1) = 0. We note (0,2) is a singular point of system (22) if n(1,\) = 0 and
(0,0) is a singular point of system X° if (0,1) = 0. The assertion follows from
Lemma 11. O

Let
QF = {X € Qpgm : E(X) has 2k singular point at infinity}pgm

The following corollary follows from Proposition 15:

Corollary 16. Suppose that r is defined in Proposition 5, then Qugm = Uke, Doe
where

Ino = {= 21: sis 22
if r is odd, and

Jng = {k=20+1: <i).
if 7 is even, respectively.

If X and Y are two topological equivalent vector fields in 2,4, then they have
the same numbersingular points at infinity. Let C* be the numberof topological
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equivalence classes in fr To simplify notation here we do not indicate the
dependence on p and ¢ and write C* for the number of topological equivalence
classes in Q2F

It follows from Corollary 16 that C,,, = >;.c Tor Ck. If k = 0, then by Theorem
3 CY = 2 (a global stable focus and a global unstable focus).

To convenience, we call A = +00 (resp. A = —o0) a simple zero of n(1,u)
(resp. n(—=1,u)) if n(0,1) = 0 (resp. n(0,—1) = 0) and 9n(0,1)/0z # 0. Define
sgn (On (£1, £00)/0u) = —sgn(on(0, +£1)/0z) if n(0, 41) = 0. In what follows we
suppose that Ay, Ag, «++, A; are zeros of (1, u) and A\py1, Ajo, «++, Agi are zeros
of n(—1,u) with —co < A; < Ag < +++ < A; and +00 > Akal > Ato >> gg
respectively, provided X = (P,Q) € Q*pgm’

Proposition 17. Let X = (P,Q) € Q2,, Then
(a) (On(1, A) / Ou) (On(1, Ai+1)/0u) <0,i= 1, 2, tr Kk 1g k > 2;
(b) (On(—1,\)/0u)(On(—1, Nix1)/0u) <0 fori =k+1,k+2,--- ,2k—1, k>

2;
(¢) P(L,A) # 0,8 = 1,2, k, if Ae # +00, and P(=1, A) # 0, i =1,25 , 2k, if Mak # —00;
(d) Q(0, %1) # 0 if (0, £1) = 0;and
(e) (On(L, Me) Bu) (@N(—T, Aes) Bu) > 0, (Bn(L, As)/Ou) (D(=1, Aas) /u) >

0.

Proof. Since X € Qpgm, all zeros of 7(%1,u) are simple. The assertions (a) and
(b) follow if Ag # +00 and Ag # —00.

Suppose A; = +00, which yields 7(0,1) = 0 and 7(1,u) # 0 for u > Aj_;.
Proposition 5 shows that n(z,y) has the form defined in either (7) or (8). If
on(1, \k=1)/0u > 0, thenn(1,u) > 0, u € (Ay_1, +00). This implies either Cp >
0 in (7) or ci (r—1)p > 0 in (8). Since either dn(0,1)/0z = ¢;,, or dn(0,1)/0x =
c1,(r—1)p holds and sgn(dn(%1,+00)/0u) = —sgn(dn(0, £1)/0z), one gets (a) for
i =k if On(1, \g—1)/Ou > 0. By the same arguments we get In(1, \)/0u > 0 if
Ak = +00, In(1, \k—1)/0u < 0. This proves (a).

If Ay = —o0, then n(—1,u) # 0 for u € (—oo, Agx_1). Repeating the same
arguments as the proof of (a), one gets (b).

The assertion (c) and (d) have been proved in Section 2.
Finally we prove (e). Suppose 1(0,1) # 0, then n(z,y) has the form as either

(5) or (6). From the definition of Ax and Ay; we have n(1,u) # 0 in the interval
(Ag; +00) and n(—1,u) # 0 in the interval (Aj41, +00) respectively. If n(z,y) has
the form (5), then

n(£1, u) = co, (r+1)pul" TIP + (£1)eqpu SEER CoglE10 + Cr1)qo(EL) TV
which gives sgnn(1,u) = sgnn(—1,u) as © — 400. Since \; and A; are simple
Zeros of n(1,u) and n(—1,u) respectively, one gets
(On(1, A) /Ou)(On(—1, Ag41)/0u) > 0. On the other hand, sgun(1, u) = sgnn(—1, u)
as u — —oo, which implies (On(1, A\1)/0u)(On(—1, Xax)/Ou) > 0.

If n(z,y) is defined as (6), the assertion in (e) follows by the same arguments.
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Suppose 7(0,1) = 0, then n(z,y) has the form as either (7) or (8) and \;, =
+00, Aoi = —oo. If n(z,y) is defined in (7), then

n(z, £1) = z(c1,rp(EL)P + cig r—1)p(ED)P24 4 eg02™),

which yields sgn(dn(%1,£00)/0u) = —sgn(dn(0,+1)/0z) = —sgn(cy,,»(£1)™).
Since

pled, u) = (£1)(er,rpu™ 5 Clq, (r—1)p (£1) ul"1P Teer <p Clirg0(£1)™),

(sgn(n(—1,u)) = —sgn(c,mp) for u € (Agi1, +00) and sgn(n(1, uv) = sgn(cmp(—1)"7)
for uw € (—o0, 1), which shows that sgn(dn(—1, \g41)/0u) = —sgn(cy,p) and
sgn(0n(1, \1)/0u) = —sgn(c1,p(—1)"). The assertion in (e) follows if n(x,y) is
defined in (7).

If n(z,y) has the form as (8), then one gets (e) by the same arguments. Od

Let S be the set of all sequence (o,v) = {(0y, vi) }iez such that o;, 1; € {-1,1}
and 0;0;41 < 0 for all 2 € Z. For each k € N we denote

SH — (o,v) € S: (04, vs) = (Cigar, Visor), for all i € Z}.

A sequence (0, v) is periodic of period | (or l-periodic) if | is the smallest natural
number such that (oy, v;) = (0441, viv) for all © € Z. Obviously each sequence
(o,v) in S* is periodic and is completely determined if the elements (oy, 5) are
given for 1 =1,2,--- ,[. Since 0;0,+1 = —1, the period [ is an even divisor of 2k.

The above notation has been used in the study of the homogeneous vector fields
in [10].

;From Proposition 17 we can associate a sequence of S?* to each vector field
X € 2k by takingpgm

(sen (2522) \sgn(—P(1, Xs), i=1,2, ,k—1;
(sgn (2522) ;sgn(—P(1, Ny), if i =k, A # +00;

(sgn (22221) sgn(—Q(0,1))), if i =k, A = oo;
(sen (

(sen (

(30) (os,vs) = Bit.“OCIA ) sgn(P(—1,M))), i=k+1,,2%k— 1

“ona ,sgn(P(-1, A) , if i = 2k, Agy # —o00;

i
(sen (223-1) ,sgn(Q(0, -1))) , if i = 2k, Ag = —o00,

where 7(v, u) is defined by (2).
Following the idea in [10], we say that (o,v) is m-admissible if there exists

X € QZ satisfying (30). Denote by S2* the set of all sequence in S$ that are
m-~admissible.

Proposition 18. Let X = (P,Q) € Q2% with 0 # k € Jn, and let (o,v) be the
sequence associated to X according to (30).
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(a) Suppose that both p and q are odd, then (oii, Vier) = (—1)""Yoi, v4) for
i= 12,0 ¢s H

(b) Suppose that p is odd and q is even.
(1) If n(0,1) # 0, then m is even and (ook—it1, Vor—is1) = —(03, 14) for

f=19 esx Bk.

(ii) Ifn(0,1) = 0, then m is odd, (Ooi, Vor—i) = (03, 14) fori =1,2,- +  k—
1, and (oak, var) = (—=1)"" (ok, vx), where r is defined in either (c)
or (d) of Proposition 5.

Proof. It follows from Lemma 11 (or (27)) that if n(1,\;)) = 0, ¢ = 1,2,--- Jk
and A # +00, then n(—1, (—1)7\;) = 0.

(a) Suppose that both p and g are odd. Since A; < Ag < +++ < Ag, we
have (—1)2\; > (=1)%Ay > «+ > (—1)%),, which implies App = (=1)9)\;, © =
1,2,--- ,k. Since P(=1, ix) = P((-1)P,(=1)9\;) = (=1)"P(L, \;), we get
(Oinks Vir) = (=1)™ oy, 4) from (28) for: = 1,2,--- ,k — 1, and for i = k if
Ak = “+00 .

If Aj, = +00, then it follows from Lemma 11 1(0,1) = n(0, —1) = 0, which im-
plies that n(x, y) has the form as either (7) or (8). If n(z,y) is defined in (7), then
on(0,£1)/0z = c1,p(£1)™ = c1,p(£1)" and ¢ +m — 1 = rpg. By Proposition 14
an(0, +1)/0x = &i gp (£1). Since Q(0, =1} — (=1)a=1+mQ(0, 1) = (=1)™Q(0, 1),
one gets (ook, vor) = (—1)™ (ok, tk), provided that n(z,y) has the form in (7).

If n(x, y) is defined in (8), then we get (oa, var) = (—1)™ (ok, v4) bythe same
arguments.

(b) Suppose that p is odd and gq is even. If n(0,1) # 0, then Agx_;11 = \;. By
the same arguments we get (ook—it1, Vok—ir1) = (—=1)" (oy, v;) fori = 1,2, , k.
On the other hand, if (0,1) # 0, then Proposition 5 and Proposition 14(i) imply
that that m is even. This proves (i).

If n(0,1) = 0 and q is even, then it follows from Proposition 5 and Proposition
14(ii) that m is odd and Ay = —Agx = +00. By the same arguments as (a), we
have Agr_; = A; and hence (o9—;, Vok—i) = (oy, v3) for i = 1,2, ++  k — 1.

If n(z,y) is defined in (7), then it follows from (7) that dn(0,+1)/0v =
c1p(—1)7, Q(0,£1) = boyp(£1)", which gives (ook, vax) = (—1)" (ok, vg). If
n(x, y) has the form (8), then we get (ii) by the same arguments. O

The next two proposition characterizes the sequences in S?* that are m-admissible.
It follows from Proposition 5 that, if X € Q,4m,, then it is only necessary to con-
sider the numbers p, ¢, m and r that satisfy one of the equations in (9).

Proposition 19. Suppose that r is defined as in Proposition 5. Denote by s the
number of changes of sign in the sequence {vi,va, + , vx}. Let 0 # k € Jp, and
(0,v) = {(0i, vi) }iez verifying

(0) (Oigks Vigr) = (=1)"" (ou, v4) if both p and q are odd,
(ii) (ook—it1, Vok—i+1) = — (04,14) if p is odd and gq, m are even,

(iii) (ook—i, vok—i) = (05,14) fori =1,2,--- k—1 and (oak, vor) = (—1)"" (ok, vk)
if p, m are odd and q is even.

Then
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(a) If either k <r+1ork=r+1, s<r, then (o,v) is m-admissible.
(b) If k=r+1, s=r, then (o,v) is m-admissible if and only if there exists

J € Z such that 0; = vj.

Proof. (a) To prove the assertion (a) it is sufficient to find X = (P(z,y), Q(z, v))
such that X € Q2k and (30) holds for i = 1,2, , k.

We note that k < r+ 1 implies s < 7.
Case 1. (p,q, m) c O1.
Let A; < Ag <--+ < A be the finite real number with X\; #0, j =1,2,---  k

and
ke

(zy) = a(@® + y™) "NET (yP — Aa?)
j=1

with a € R, a # 0. Since k € Jy, it follows from Proposition 15 that (r +1 —

k)/2 € N, and hence 7(z,y) is a (p,q) quasi-homogeneous polynomial of weight
degree p+ gq +m —1 = (r+ 1)pg, which implies that 7(1, u) has simple real zeros
At, Ag, +++, Ax. Furthermore,

an(1, A; _
tILA) _ prr-i(q 4 \Byr+1-b/2 [I A=M)#0, i=0.1,-,kou Ra :

J=1j#i
If we choose a = %1 in such way that sgndn(1, \1)/0u = oy, then n(z,y) satisfies
sgnon(1,\))/0u=0;, i =1,2,-++ ,k.

To determine P(z,y) we choose jt; € (Aj, \j+1) if v; # vj41. So we obtain s
real numbers pi; < pg < +++ < ps where s is the number of changes of sign in the
sequence {vq, vg, ++ , vx}. Let

Ss

h(z,y) = [I— wbz?).
i=1

If sgn(ah(1, A\1)) = —v; , then define

5,7] (2 + y2P)r=s=D/2(yp 4 (1 — M))z9), if r — sis odd,
Heth dy = (x2 + y2P)(r=9)/2, if r — sis even,

If sgn(ah(1l, A\1)) = v4 , then define

le oi (Fyre)RG— (1 £00 jal), if r — s is odd,Cs (220 +?)r= (y2 + (1 — AD)a?) (yP — (1+ A)z?), if r — s is even.

Define P(z,y) and Q(z,y) as follows

P(z,y) = ~ ale, y)h(a, yy Qz,y) = (ay + qyP(z,y)).

Since 1(0,y) +qyP(0,y) = 0, Q(z, y) is also a polynomial. It is easy to prove that
X = (P,Q) is a (p, ¢)-quasi-homogeneous vector filed of weight degree m. From
Theorem 4 and Proposition 18 it follows that X € QE and (o, v) associated to
X verifies either (i) or (ii). Therefore (o,v) is m-admissible.

Case 2. (p,q, m) € Oy.

re©|Bibliotecz ©
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Let Ay < Ap < --+ < A; be the finite real number with 0 € {\y, Ag, +++, Ax}.
Without loss of generality suppose \; = 0. Let

k

n(z,y) = a(@®+y*?) "HRY TT (v7 — Na),
i=1 5aP(z,y) = —o@ vA),

with a € R, a # 0, where a(z,y), h(z,y) are defined in the same way as in Case
1. Define Q(z,y) by the equation (2). Using the same arguments as in Case 1,
X = (P,Q) € QZand (0,v) associated to X verifies either (i) or (ii). Therefore
(o,v) is m-admissible.

Case 3. (p,q, m) € Os.
Let Ay < dg < +++ < Ag—1 be the finite real number with \; # 0, i =

1,2, Jk —1, Ap = +00, and
k—1

n(z,y) = az(z® +)THR I] (7 — Ma).
i=1

If sgn(ah(1, \1)) = —v; , then define

am if) = (2% + y?P)(r=s-1/2, if 7 — sis odd,IE (2% + y?P)r—=s=D/2(yp 4 (1 — MP)z9), if r — s is even.
If sgn(ah(l, \1)) = v4, then define

o(z,y) = —z9(2% + yy?) =s=/2 (yp 4 (1 — N29), if r — 5 is odd,uh = —z9(z20 4 yp) (r=s=2)/2 if r — s is even.
Let

P(@,y) = ~ Zoey" ala,y)h(z.y). Qe) = — (nay + quP(z, 1),
where h(z,y) is defined as in Case 1. Using the same arguments as in Case 1,
X = (P,Q) € Q% and (o,v) associated to X verifies either (i) or (iii). Therefore

) Pa(o,v) is m-admissible.
Case 4. (p,q, m) € Oy.
Let Ay < Ap <-++ < Ag_q be the finite real number with 0 € {A, Ag, +++, \e_1},

and A, = 400. Without loss of generality suppose \; = 0. Let
k—1

n(z,y) = azy(a® + y?) 102 TT (4F — Nat), P(z,y) = —=wa(z, y)h(z, y),
i=1,il aq

where h(z,y) and a(z,y) are defined as in Case 1 and Case 3 respectively. Define
Q(z,y) by the equation (2). We get a a (p, q)-quasi-homogeneous vector filed
X = (P,Q) of weight degree m which is structurally stable. The sequence (o, /)
associated to X verifies either (i) or (iii). Therefore (o,v) is m-admissible.

(b) Let k =7+1, s =r. Suppose that (co, r) is m-admissible, then there exists
X = (P,Q) € Q2F, such that (o,v) associated to X verifies one of (i), (ii) and
(ili) and n(z,y), P(z,y), Q(z,y) have one of the forms listed in Proposition 5.
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If n(0,1) # 0, n(1,0) # 0, then n(z,y) has the form (5), which implies that
n(l,u) = al[[2] (uw? — AD), where A; < Ag < «++ < Apgq with A; 5 0, i =
1,2,---,r+1and a € R, a #0. This gives

rfl
Way) = (zl/P)pratm-ip (1(1 2) ==a 11 — Ng9)q/p

Since s =r, P(1,y) has r real zeros which belongs to the interval [A Aoi]. It
follows from (5) that P(z,y) is necessarily of the form

r
P(z,y)=1b (Iw - pa) PLA <p <A << A < pte < Ag,

i=1

with b € R, b # 0. Q(z,y) is defined by the equation (2). Hence we have
n(0,1) = a = —qgb = —qP(0, 1). It follows easily that oy = sgn(dn(1, \;)/0u) =
sgn((—1)"a) = sgn((—=1)"tb) = —sgn(P (1, \;)) = 11.

If (0,1) = 0, n(1,0) # 0, then n(1,u) has 7 + 1 zeros A; < Ag < +++ < \, <
Ary1 = +oo with A; # 0,4 =1,2,--- |r. By the same arguments as above, we
have

n(z,y) = az [[ (5 — Xa%), Pla,y) = ba ne"fo) yo!
i=1 i=1

with ab # 0, a,b € R, and A; < pg < Ag < ++ < pip; < A, < +00. This gives
T r—1

Qs) = 1 (a IT? a) + ab (TT 07 - stn) v).
i=1 i=1

Hence v, = sgn(—P(1,),)) = sgn(-b), vr41 = sgn(—Q(0,1)) = sgn(—a
gb). Since we suppose s = 7, we have v,v,4; = —1, which implies ab <
This yields 1 = sgn(9n(1, A1)/0v) = sgn(a(—1)""1), v1 = sgn(—P(1, \1))
sgn(—b(—1)""1). Finally, one gets 0, = v4.

If either (0,1) # 0, (1,0) = 0 or (0,1) = n(1,0) = 0, one gets 0, = v; by
the same arguments.

Conversely, if oy =v; and k = r+ 1, s = r, then there exist the vector field
X = (P,Q) such that (o,v) verifies one of(i), (ii) and (iii), where P(z,y), Q(z, 7)
are defined as above. This finishes proof. J
Proposition 20. Let0 # k € Jp,» and X, X' € Q% Denote by (o,v), (o',V') €
S2k the sequences associated to X and X' respectively. Then X and X' are
topologically equivalent if and only if there exists 7 € N (0 < 7 < 2k — 1) such
that one of the following conditions holds for all i € Z:

I<

(03, v4) = (irs Vigr)s

(oi, vi) ae (Ook—is14ms Vok—it14r)-

Proof. The assertion is proved by following the arguments in the proof of Propo-
sition 11 of [10]. O
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Let w = (0,v) = {w; = (04,14), © € Z} € S?*. Tt follows from Proposition 19
that the sequence w = {w; = (0i41, 7:11), © € Z} also belongs 52k Define the
application

R: Sk, g2*

such that if w = (o,v) € S2F, then R(w) is the sequence of S2* verifying

(31) (R(w))i = wip, for allie Z.

Whenever f: A — Ais an arbitrary application then a € A is called a I-periodic
point of f if f'(a) = a and f(a) # a for 4 = 1,2,--- ,1 — 1. The integer [ is
called the period of a. The set C' = {a, f(a), --, f=} (a)} C Ais a cycle of order
I (I-cycle) of f if a € A is a [-periodic point of f. These notation can be found in
many papers, see for instance [10].

;From (31) w € SZ is a l-periodic point of R if and only if w is a [-periodic
sequence. Therefore C' C S2¥ is a I-cycle of R if there exists a [-periodic sequence
w € S2¥ such that C = {w, R(w), + ,

KR" (w)}. Each sequence w € S2* belongs
to some cycle of order [ of R where [ is an even division of 2k[10].

Define the application
iF; Sak _, gob

mm?

where if w € S2* then W(w) is given by

(¥(w))i = wap—it1.

By the definition we know that ¥ is the application that reverses the order of the
elements (01,11), (03,12), , (Ook, Var).

The following two propositions have been obtained in [10] for homogeneous
polynomial vector fields. They can be proved in the same way for (p, q)-quasi-
homogenous polynomial vector fields. Here we omit the details.

Proposition 21. Let 0 # k € J». The following statements hold:
(a) Wo= Id;
(b) ToR=NR"1o00.

Proposition 22. Let 0 # k € Jin, and X, X' € Q2%. Denote by w and w'
the sequences of SF associated X and X' respectively. Then X and X' are
topologically equivalent if and only if either w and w', or w and V(w') belong
to the same cycle of R.

Following the idea in [10], we define in S?* the equivalent relation: w ~ w if and
only if one of the sequence w and W(w) belongs to the cycle {@, R(w),--- , R-(w)}.
According Proposition 22, the number of equivalence class of ~ in S%* coincide
with the number C¥ of topological equivalence classes in EE.

Consider the cycle C' of RR such that w € C. From Proposition 21(b), ¥(R(w)) =
MR(¥(w)), and hence the cycle of ¥(w) is C" = {¥U(w) : w € C'}. Therefore the
equivalence class of w is C' UC".
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A cycle C of NR is called symmetric if C = C’. Denote by D* the number of
cycles of RR in S2¥ and E* the number of symmetric cycles respectively. Then

Dt — EX Ef + DE
2 2The above expression has been obtained in [10] for homogeneous polynomial

systems.

(32) C= En +

Proposition 23. Suppose that p and q are odd and 0 # k € Jy,
(a) Ifr is odd and k <r +1, then

Dr, = >" Pon, Pop =
! [2 — > 7.)

2n|k lIn,l#n
S|

(b) If r is even and k <r +1, then

S|Dy, = > Pon, Pon = (= - > 7.) .

nlk lIn,l#n

(¢) If r is odd, then Dit = (Zonjrr1 Pon) — 1 with Pa, defined as in (a).
(d) If r is even, then Dit = (3,541 Pon) — 1 with Pa, defined as in (b).

Proof. 1t follows from Proposition 14 that m is odd (resp. even) if and only if r is
odd (resp. even). The proposition follows by the same arguments as in [10]. O

The sequences verifying Proposition 18(b) are not occurred in [10]. We study
DF for these sequences in the following proposition.

Proposition 24. Suppose that p is odd and q is even, 0 # k € Jy, ,.
(a) If (p,q, m) € ©1 U Oy, then

DF = > Pony Pan = L (x - > 7.) ,

nlk
Te ln,i#n

fork <r+1, and DF = (Z,pr41 Pon) — 1 for k =1 + 1, respectively.
(b) If either (p,q,m) € ©3 U Oy, then DF = Sonik Pon for 0 # k <r +1,

where Pa, is defined in Theorem 6(b)(ii), and DF, = (Xnjr+1 Pan) — 1 for
k =r +1 respectively.

Proof. We note that each sequence w = (0, v) € SF is periodic andits period is an
even divisorof 2k. Let w be the 2n-periodic sequence in $2with 2n|2k. Then w is
completely determined if the elements (0, v;) is given for i = [+ 1,142, ++ | [+2n
for [ € Z. It is obvious that w belongs a 2n-cycle of R. If Py, denotes the number
of 2n-cycles of RR in S2*, then Py, = Na, /(2n), where Ny, is the number of 2n-
periodic sequences in S2*.

(a) Suppose (p,q,m) € ©; UO, If k <r +1, then it follows from Proposition
18(b)(i) that there exists 2"! ways of choosing the elements (0k_ni1, Yk—nt1),
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(Ok—nt2, Vk-n+2)s* + 5 (Oks Vk), * +

5 (Okan, Vn). Therefore

1
Noy, = pa so > Ny, and Pon = — (= — > na) .

lin#n fi lnln
The assertion (a) for k < + 1 follows by adding Ps, for all divisors 2n of 2k.

We note that the above computation are valid for the case k = r + 1, but, by
Proposition 19(b), we have to rule out the two sequences satisfying o; = v; for
all 7 € Z. Since these sequence belong to the same 2-cycle of RR, the assertion for
k =r +1 follows.

(b). Suppose (p,g,m) € ©3UO,. If k <r +1 and n # k, then it follows
from Proposition 18(b)(ii) that there exists 2"? ways of choosing the elements
(Ck—nt1, Vk—n+1), (Ok—n+2, Vk—n+2), tty (ok, Vk), Ty (Cin, Vin) Therefore

1
Nap, = gre = > Noy, and Pon = — [2 == > [Py :

lIn,l#n LL
lIn,l#n

If k <7+1 and n = k, then it follows from Proposition 18(b)(ii) that there exists
2"! ways of choosing the elements (01,11), (02,10) + + +

, (09k, var). Therefore
1

Nop = 2871 — 5 Ny, and Py, = z 2 - > ir)
Uk, l#n Uk, l#k

which proves (b) for k <r + 1.
If k =r + 1, then one gets D¥ by the same arguments as in (a). ad

Next we are going to calculate E¥. The following two propositions have been
obtained in [10] for homogeneous polynomial vector fields. They can be proved
by the same arguments as in [10].

Proposition 25. Let k € J, ,. Then C is symmetrical if and only if there exists
w € C such that ¥(w) = R(w).

Proposition 26. Under the assumptions of Proposition 25, if C is a symmetrical
cycle, then there exists two elements of C' satisfying U(w) = R(w).
Proposition 27. Let 0 # k € Jp». Suppose that both p and q are odd.

(a) Ifr is odd and k <r + 1, then

EF = > Ip, where I, = 2"— > I.
2nlk lIn,l#n

(b) If r is even and k <r + 1, then

Er = >" Ion, where Ir, = ont) = > Io.
nlk lIn,l#n

(c) If r is odd, then Ett = (Zopjrt1 Ion) — 1 with I, defined as in (a).
(d) If r is even, then ETF! = (E01 fon) — 1 with In, defined as in (b).

Proof. It follows from Proposition 14 that 7 is odd (resp. even) if and only if m is
odd (resp. even). The proposition follows by the same arguments as in [10]. O
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Proposition 28. Let 0 # k € Jy. Suppose that p is odd and q is even.
(a) If (p,g,m) € ©1U Oy, then Ef, = 2 for k < r +1, and EF = 1

respectively.
(b) If (p,q, m) € O3U Oy, then

Jo 4 if ris odd, k<r+1,
cd 2 if ris even, k <r +1.

3 af ris odd,and ETT! = vem 1 of ris even,

respectively.

Proof. We have known that the period of a symmetrical cycle of R is an even
divisor of 2k. From Proposition 25 and Proposition 26, the numberof symmetrical
2n-cycles of R will be obtained if we divide by 2 the number of 2n-periodic
sequence w in S2F such that ¥(w) = R(w). Since the sequences w in a symmetric
cycle verify ¥(w) = R(w), we have

(33) Wok—i+1 = Wiy1-

In the rest of proof we suppose that w belongs a symmetric cycle.
(a) If (p,q,m) € ©; U ©,, then w verifies Proposition 19(ii), which gives

Wok—i+1 = —w;. It follows from (33) that w;y; = —w;. This implies that
w; = (—1)"1w;. Hence w is a 2-periodic sequence. We can take 4 ways of
choosing the element w;. Therefore, E¥ = 2.

Since the sequences such that o; = v; for all j € Z verify ¥(w) = R(w) and
belong to 2-cycle of RR, we get El! = 1.

(b) If (p,q,m) € ©3 U Oy, then w verifies Proposition 19(iii), which gives
Wok—i+1 = Wi—1 for @ = 2,3,-++ ,k + 1 and wy, = (—1)""lwy. Since w € S52,
Wok—i+1 = W;—1 holds for ¢ € Z and wyu41)x = (—1)""'w(it1)k, where | € Z. Tt
follows from (33) that w;y; = w;_; for i € Z.

If r is odd, then wy = wo. It follows from Proposition 15 that k is even. The
equation w;41 = w;—; for ¢ € Z implies that wer = wop—o = +++ = wy = ws and
Wok—1 = Wok—3 = --- = w3 = wy. Therefore, w is a 2-periodic sequence. We can
take 8 ways of choosing the element wy, w, and hence EF = 4.

If r is even, then it follows from Proposition 15 that k is odd. The equation
Wit1 = W;—1 implies that wy, = Wyo = +++ = wy = wo and wWop_1 = Wop_3 =

© = Wpt2 = Wg = Wg—2 = ++ = wW3 = wj. Since 7 is even, from Proposition
19(iii) and (33) that wy = —wqr = —ws,, which gives wy = —w;. Therefore, w is
a 2-periodic sequence. We can take 4 ways of choosing the element w; and hence
Br =2.

We get E7t! by the same arguments as in (a).
a

In the end of this section we prove Theorem 6.

Proof of Theorem 6. Form Corollary 16 it follows that
(34) Com = 2 Com.

kE€Jm »
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For k # 0 we obtain Cl from D¥ and EF by Proposition 23, Proposition 24,
Proposition 27 and Proposition 28. If (p,q,m) € ©, U ©3 U ©, then system
(1) has at least one singular point at infinity, which implies that & > 1. If
(p,q, m) € ©1\(02U O35 U By), then C° = 2. The assertions of Theorem 6ram
follows from (34). O

5. LOCAL PHASE PORTRAIT AT THE ORIGIN AND AT INFINITY

We shall prove Theorem 7 and Theorem 8 in this section.

5.1. At the origin. Consider the vector field X = (P,Q) with

i>m i>m
where Pi(z,y) and Q;(z,y) are (p, ¢)- quasi-homogeneous polynomials of weight
degree p — 1 +4 and ¢ — 1 +7 in the variables x and y respectively.

~We would like to compare the local behavior at origin of the vector field X
given by (35) and the vector field X,,, = (P,, @Q,,). Forthis we apply the quasi-
homogeneous blow-up method as doing in Section 2. In the (p, ¢)-polar coordi-
nates (7, ¢) (see (13)) the system associated to X is

P= r'F(¢), ¢=73 r'IGi(e),

where
. .

(36) Fi(¢) = &(Cs, Sng), Gi(¢) =n; (Csg, Sno),
with

&i(z,y) = 2 'Fi(z,y) + y*'Qi(z,y)
ni(z,y) = prQi(z,y) — qyPi(z,y)

Taking the changes (15), the above system goes over to
(37) r= > romtleg), 9 = > rmg(6).

>m i>m
where prime denotes derivative with respect to s and

76 2m 76(38) fi(0) = F; (7) , 9i(0) = Gi (7) :

Doing the same transformations in the vector field X,, we obtain that it is
equivalent to the following differential system
(39) T=1fm(0), ¢ = gm(0),
where f,,(0) and g,,(6) are defined in (38).

Proof of Theorem 7. We split the proof into two cases of Theorem 4.
Case 1. Xp € Qpgm and ni (1,y) has no zeros, n, (0,1) # 0. Using Theorem 3

and Theorem 4 we conclude that the origin is a global focus (stable or unstable,
depending on the sign of Ix,,) of Xy,. It follows from (36) and (38) that g,,(#) # 0
in this case.
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Asthe critical point of X on r = 0 are determined by the zeros of Gull), 7 =0
is a periodic orbit for (37). Furthermore, since the dominant terms of (37) in a
neighborhood of r = 0 are given by rf, and g,,, the orbit r = 0 is a limit cycle
with the same type of stability for (37) and (39). Therefore the origin is a focus
with the same type of stability for X and X,, when Nm (1, y) has no zeros and
m(0,1) #0.

Case 2. Xm € Qpgm, and at least one of the following condition holds: (i)
Mm (1,y) has zeros, (ii) nm(0,1) = 0. From Theorem 4 all the zeros of 5(1,y) are
simple if there exists, and dn, (0,1)/0z # 0 if 1,,(0,1) = 0, which implies that
all zeros of g,,,(0) are simple zeros for 6 € [0,27] by (36) and (38).

Comparing (37) and (39) we observe that the critical point on r = 0 are the
same for both systems, and they are determined by the zeros of g,,(#). Further-
more the linear part of these systems in a critical point (0, 8*) are[ 0

| (" 'Gms1(6%) gn (6%) 0 gu)
)

By the definition of f,,(f) and g,,(f) we have that if g,,(6*) = 0, then f,,(6*) # 0.
So all the critical points of (37) and (39) are hyperbolic and the local phase
portrait of (37) and (39) in (0,6*) are locally topologically equivalent, provided
that 6* is a simple zero of g,,,(f). As the same happens in each singular point and
they determine the phase portrait of both systems in a neighborhood of r = 0,
we conclude that X and X,, are locally topologically equivalent at the origin. OJ

5.2. At infinity. Now we can get the analogous of the Theorem 7 at infinity.
Consider the vector field X = (P,Q), with

(40) P=3% P(xy), @=) Qilzy),
i=0 i=0

where P;(z,y) and Q;(z,y) are (p, q)-quasi-homogeneous polynomials of weight
degree p — 1 +4 and ¢ — 1 + 7 respectively.

)Applying the (p, g)-polar coordinates (r, ¢) to the vector field X given by (40)
the associated system is

r=3 r'F(e), ¢=3 r"'Gi¢),
i=0 i=0

where F; and G; are given in (36).

Doing p = B the system (40) is written as

OL 1(41) p=-> —=F(9), ¢=2 —=Gi(#).
i=0 P i=0 P

Reparametrizing the time by dt/ds = p™~! the system (41) becomes

(42) p= —p(Fm(P) + pFm—1(d) + + - + p" Fo (6),
¢' = Gm(9) + pGm1(@) +--+ pm Go(d).
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where the derivative is with respect to s.
After these changes of coordinates the proof of Theorem 8 is analogous to the

proof of Theorem 7.

Proof of Theorem 8. Applying the same changes of coordinates described before
to the vector field X,, = (Pn, Qm) € Qpgm we obtain
(43) pr = —pFin (9), ¢' = Gm(®).

The infinity of X,, and X corresponds to the invariant circle p = 0 of the
systems (43) and (42). As X,;, € Quem, p = 0 is a limit cycle or contains a finite
number of hyperbolic critical points. Comparing the system (43) and (42) we
observe that they have the same dominant terms. Therefore, it follows from the
same argument used in the proof of Theorem7 that both systems are topologically
equivalent in a neighborhood of p = 0. So X,, and X are topologically equivalent
in a neighborhood of the infinity. 0

The converse of Theorems 7 and Theorem 8 are not true. In [10], Proposition
19 is proved that the converse of an analogous theorems to homogeneous vector
field are not true. As a homogeneous vector field is a (1,1)-quasi homogeneous
vector field of weight degree 1 follows the result.
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